Burn
free
by Susan Woods, managing editor

Ways to prevent and treat
welding burns to the eyes
and skin

C

onsidering the amount
of molten metal and high
temperatures that are
involved with arc welding,
one of the occupational hazards is
burns. The welding process emits
UV radiation and involves sparks
and spatter and hot parts that can
burn exposed skin and damage
unprotected eyes.
Arc eye, or welder’s flash, is an
inflammation of the cornea, caused
by the UV rays from the arc during
welding. The symptoms, which
appear a few hours to several hours
after exposure, can include mild
to severe pain, red watery eyes,
sensitivity to light and the feeling of
a foreign object in the eye. Typically,
arc eye is temporary, but repeated
or prolonged exposure can lead to
permanent eye injury.

UV radiation can also affect exposed
skin, causing “sunburn,” similar
to the sunburns associated with
overexposure to the sun’s UV rays.
Longer exposure without protection
can lead to second- and even thirddegree burns. Burns to the skin can also
occur if the welder touches preheated
or welded parts or welding equipment,
which may remain very hot for some
time before or after welding.
While it’s easy to get burned during
the welding process, and these burns
are typically minor, most burns are
avoidable if welders take the required
precautions.

ALL ABOUT EYES
Those precautions require personal
protective equipment (PPE). Key
protections are called for in OSHA
Standards 29 CFR Part 1910. Standard
1910.252 is the welding, cutting and
brazing standard. This standard’s
section (b)(2) specifies the eye
protection that is required, such as
helmets, goggles and face shields.
Also, OSHA 29 CFR 1910.133 states
the requirements for eye and face

The UV rays created during arc welding can cause arc eye, or welder’s flash.
The proper helmet provides UV ray protection.
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protection. The standard refers to
a specific filter lens protection for
various types of welding in 1910.133(a)
(5) and also states welder lenses must
comply with the ANSI Z87.1 standard,
the American National Standard for
Occupational and Educational Personal
Eye and Face Protection Devices.
The welding helmet is probably the
most important piece of PPE a welder
uses. The proper helmet has a viewing
area that provides UV ray protection
and covers the entire face to protect
from sparks and spatter.
A welding helmet must have filter
lenses with a shade number that
provides the appropriate level of
protection. The lens shade number
(10 being brighter, 13 being darker)
indicates the intensity of light radiation
that is allowed to pass through a filter
lens to the eyes. Therefore, the higher
the shade number, the darker the filter
and the less light radiation that passes
through the lens.
The lens shade number only denotes
the amount of darkness provided
by that particular lens and does

not correspond to the amount of
protection that is provided to the
eyes. All quality welding lenses filter
out 100 percent of the harmful UV and
infrared (IR) rays to protect the eyes.

The proper PPE prevents sparks from burning welder’s eyes and skin.

For welders who perform the same
welding process repeatedly with a
limited amperage range on the same
materials, a fixed lens that is always
darkened is sufficient. This type of
helmet can be more difficult to use
because a welder has to lift the hood
up every time they want to prepare
for welding or examine the weld and
then flip the hood down again when
it’s time to strike the arc.
Most welders, however, perform
a variety of welding processes on
a variety of materials. Therefore, a
variable lens that is adjustable to
the correct darkness for a particular
process is a better solution. This
allows welders to optimize the shade
for greater comfort on any given
application. For example, welding on
thick materials at high amperages
generally requires a higher shade
number. Low-amperage welding is
best performed with a low shade
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Heavy, flame-resistant gloves should always be worn to protect hands and wrists from
UV radiation and spatter and sparks.

THIN SKIN
In addition to protecting their eyes,
welders must also protect their skin.
OSHA 29 CFR 1910.252 (b)(3) and 29
CFR 1910.132, the general OSHA PPE
standard, address the correct PPE to
prevent burning exposed skin.
Heavy, flame-resistant gloves should
always be worn to protect hands and
wrists from UV radiation and spatter
and sparks emitted while welding.
After welding, gloves should be kept
on until the welder is done handling
any hot metal parts and equipment
in the workstation. There is a huge
selection of material types (typically
leather) and thicknesses for welding
gloves.

number to assure adequate visibility of
the weld puddle.
The best protection from flash is an autodarkening helmet, whether fixed or with
variable controls, that operates through
a series of two to four sensors. When a
flash occurs, the auto-darkening helmet

adapts to the brightness of the flash and
darkens to almost any pre-selected shade
number in milliseconds.
With auto-darkening helmets, welders can
see clearly while the hood is already in a
down position, so that setting up to weld
can be done with the hood in position.

Welding clothing is intended to
protect the welder from sparks
and spatter and high heat. For
welding clothing, avoid synthetic
fabrics because any sparks that
land will catch fire and burn skin
quickly. Because of its durability and
resistance to fire, wool clothing is
suggested over synthetics. Likewise,
cotton clothing is another option.

A leather work jacket is a great
option for welders who want to
protect themselves from sparks and
spatter. For warmer climates, many
different kinds of flame-resistant
jackets are available. Aprons and bibs
are another choice to protect the
neck, shoulders and chest.
Welding sleeves protect the welder’s
arms from the armpit to the wrist
and often can be connected to
welding gloves. These provide
adequate protection in low-volume
welding. Welding sleeve fabric
should be flame-resistant cotton,
leather or Kevlar knit.
Heavy-duty leather boots with a high
ankle keep feet safe. Pants should be
left outside work boots, not tucked
in, to keep sparks from falling into
the boots. Shoe lace guards are even
available for protection from sparks.
Welding hats or caps that cover
the head, ears and neck also offer
protection from high heat and
sparks. Sparks falling into the ear
canal is always a distinct possibility,
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especially when a welder is working
at an odd angle. Flame-resistant
earplugs are an option for this
situation. In addition to protecting
a welder from burns in and near
the ear, they also provide noise
protection from grinders and other
equipment.

WE’VE TAKEN SOME OF THE
WORK OUT OF METALWORKING.
Whether you’re replacing capital equipment or purchasing consumables, finding
and qualifying new suppliers adds to the workload of an already busy shop owner
or production manager. Sorting through the thousands of companies that provide
products to the metalworking industry can be both time consuming and frustrating.
But that’s about to change!

U.S. Metalworking Sourcebook is a
powerful, easy-to-use online resource that
brings buyers and sellers together.
The Sourcebook is a research search tool already seen by over 280,000 job shop and OEM buyers of all levels
throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico. It was developed by Techgen Media Group, publishers of Fab Shop
Magazine Direct, Shop Floor Lasers and Welding Productivity. We know metalworking, and we know how to
help you find the supplier that best matches you needs, and with only a few keystrokes.

Log on to USMetalworkingSourcebook.com today to activate your listing.
More than 3,000 companies are already included.
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TREATMENT NEEDED
Anyone that welds is going to get
burned. Welders are a hardy bunch
and many advise their colleagues
to just “tough it out.” It’s important,
however, to quickly treat a burn as
opposed to working through the
injury.
Contact burns caused from touching
hot objects and flames should
be cooled as quickly as possible
to minimize tissue damage. UV
radiation burns can be treated with
over-the-counter creams. Severe
burns should be treated by a medical
professional to prevent possible
infection.
In the case of the eyes, the effects of
arc eye are only temporary and the
symptoms generally clear up within

a day or two. Keep eyes closed and
avoid rubbing them to prevent
further injury.
Some welders have found that
strips of wet cloth on top of their
closed eyes can be soothing after
being flashed. In addition, it’s often
recommended to sleep with eyes
covered, wear sunglasses when
going outside and refrain from
wearing contact lenses until the eyes
have completely healed.
It never hurts to seek medical
attention in the case of arc eye.
Treatment may involve pain
medicine, antibiotic eye medication
or dilating the pupils to relax
the eye muscles, which, in turn,
eases pain. Any vision problems
or worsening eye pain needs to
be evaluated by an eye doctor
immediately.

OSHA STANDARDS
29 CFR PART 1910
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